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A NOTE FROM
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

T

here is something special about

Bornblum Jewish Community School. It is
a dynamic institution committed to
nurturing its students' intellectual
curiosity and instilling them with a deep
Jewish identity in both their hearts and
minds. In an effort to ensure that
Bornblum continues to fulfill its mission,
and to position itself for long-term
growth and success, we are excited to
share with you the school’s 2021 - 2024
Strategic Plan.
Prizmah Center for Jewish Day Schools,
along with a wide range of key
stakeholders and subject matter experts,
provided invaluable input over the last
year. We are grateful to all who have
participated in this robust process. We
would like to give a special thank you to
our fellow committee members Naomi
Katz, Janice Ringel and Ken Zakalik,
whose steadfast belief in the mission of
Bornblum Jewish Community School was
evident in the significant time, talent, and
energy they put into this endeavor.
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The Board of Directors have identified the following four goals as paramount to the
school’s success:

Academic
Excellence

Affordability &
Sustainability

Culture

Marketing &
Communication

Ensure that
Bornblum
provides an
exemplary
education by
continuing to
attract and
retain expert
faculty and by
strengthening
its curricular
and
extracurricular
programs.

Strengthen the
school’s
financial
position to
ensure its
long-term
viability while
maintaining
accessibility
for new and
existing
families.

Foster a
supportive and
empowering
community for
the faculty,
professional
staff, and lay
leaders.

Promote
Bornblum’s
mission to
support
fundraising,
recruitment,
community
awareness,
and
engagement.

We welcome you as partners on this journey toward a vibrant and sustainable future for
Bornblum Jewish Community School!
Jill U. Shanker
President
Board of Directors

Marc A. Sorin
Immediate Past President &
Chair of Strategic Plan Committee

“

Daniel R. Weiss
Head of School

Creating and maintaining community
and celebrating diversity
are at the heart of what we do here
on a daily basis.

“

- Daniel R. Weiss, Head of School
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All teachers at
Bornblum
strive to
ensure every
student
receives an
enriching and
differentiated
education that
will prepare
them for the
future.
- Cindy
VanGunda
5th Grade Teacher

ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
GOAL:
Ensure that Bornblum provides an exemplary education by
continuing to attract and retain expert faculty and by
strengthening its curricular and extracurricular programs.
CONTEXT:
An essential purpose of Bornblum Jewish Community
School is to provide academic excellence and a challenging
curriculum in both general and Judaic studies. With its
passionate faculty dedicated to the success of each and
every student, the school provides individualized attention
in small classes and leadership development opportunities
in a nurturing and pluralistic atmosphere. In order to
remain competitive with other area private schools and to
attract and retain students through graduation, it is

essential that Bornblum builds upon the existing foundation by enhancing rigorous
academic programs and offering additional and innovative extracurriculars.
STRATEGIES:
Assess the academic achievements of our
students and evaluate the school’s
curriculum
Retain and attract high-quality faculty and
staff who are strong across all disciplines,
grades, and subject matters
Expand and enrich the programmatic
offerings in the middle school with a focus
on enhanced academic and social
emotional development
Explore alternative learning opportunities
and modalities in order to build upon
current successes in educational
technology
Establish and articulate student educational
goals for Judaics and Hebrew language
programs across grade levels
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AFFORDABILITY
& SUSTAINABILITY
GOAL:
Strengthen the school’s financial position to ensure its
long-term viability while maintaining accessibility for new
and existing families.
CONTEXT:
A guiding principle of Bornblum Jewish Community School
is to provide a Jewish education to any family desiring it,
regardless of their ability to pay. Through the generosity
and assistance of the Bornblum Foundation, the Memphis
Jewish Federation, and donors, the school has been able to
offer affordable tuition to its families. This principle is
essential to the mission of Bornblum. We must cultivate
new donors and maintain full engagement with our
community partners to secure Bornblum's longevity and
permanence as a Jewish community day school within the
Memphis area.

Financial
stewardship
and creative
planning will
ensure that
Bornblum
remains a
financially
sound and
thriving
community
which supports
the school's
long-term
future and
sustainability.

- Janice Ringel
Treasurer
Board of Directors

STRATEGIES:
Create a multi-year financial plan
reflecting Bornblum’s mission and
educational philosophy
Create a tuition structure and
financial assistance model that
ensures access to all families
Strengthen the school’s
endowment and annual campaign
through the development and
execution of a comprehensive
development plan
Develop new sources and sustain
current sources of non-tuition
funding to support the school’s
financial sustainability
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Bornblum is a
place where our
future generation
receives strong
foundations of
Jewish studies,
Jewish values,
Ivrit and Tanach,
learning together
and embracing all
streams of
Judaism together
as one
community.
- Michal Almalem
Jewish Studies Principal

CULTURE
GOAL:
Foster a supportive and empowering community for
the faculty, professional staff, and lay leaders.
CONTEXT:
Bornblum strives to promote a respectful and
supportive environment in order to foster strong
relationships among its faculty, professional staff, and
lay leaders. This effort will ensure that the school
creates and maintains a partnership among those
committed to the success of the school and its
mission.

STRATEGIES:
Create opportunities for the professional staff and lay leaders to engage in
activities that strengthen their relationships and professional growth
Strengthen school governance through the adoption of best practices related to
board training and development of lay leaders
Develop and share an organizational structure that clearly defines the roles and
relationships among the professional staff and lay leaders
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MARKETING
& COMMUNICATION

It's imperative to
develop and
deliver an
effective strategic
narrative and
story to inform
constituents and
supporters what
we do, how we do
it and - most
importantly - why
we do it.
- Ken Zakalik
Board Member & Chair of
Marketing Council

GOAL:
Promote Bornblum’s mission to support fundraising, recruitment, community
awareness, and engagement.
CONTEXT:
It is paramount that the school develop a unique identity, deploy effective content
strategies, explore and maintain existing and emerging communication channels, and
create powerful campaigns that drive awareness, enhance recruitment, and support
fundraising.
STRATEGIES:
Perform market analysis and identify the unique characteristics and values of the
school to set brand positioning and communication standards
Develop a community outreach and engagement plan
Enhance relationships with current and prospective community partners, alumni,
local preschools, congregations, agencies, and businesses
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2020 - 2021
Officers:
Jill Shanker, President
Janice Ringel, Vice-President/Treasurer
Naomi Katz, Secretary
Adam Lazarov, Counsel
Marc Sorin, Immediate Past President
Members:
Abraham Bendayan
Amy Egerman
Rhonda Feiler
Margo Fogelman
Jeri Moskovitz
Judy Moss
Anne Reef
Patti Weiss
Ken Zakalik

WORKING GROUPS
We would like to thank the following individuals who
participated in our working groups and provided us
with thoughtful input and expertise that greatly
assisted with the development of this Strategic Plan.
We are so grateful for their continued interest in
Bornblum and commitment to the school's success.
Jeri Moskovitz
Scott Ostrow
Anne Reef
Janice Ringel
Ruth Samuels
Jill Shanker
Rachel Shankman
Blair Trotz
Michael Uiberall
Ari Vanderwalde
Cindy VanGunda
Daniel R. Weiss
Ken Zakalik

Judy Bookman
Samantha Alperin
Amy Egerman
Rhonda Feiler
Margo Fogelman
Rabbi Abe Schacter-Gampel
Nirit Zuckerman Gast
Michael Greenberg
Tami Hershkovitz
Aaron Jaffe
Michelle Johnson
Naomi Katz
Paige Mandelman

MISSION
STATEMENT
MISSION
STATEMENT
T
Bornblum Jewish
Community School
provides a rigorous and
pluralistic Judaic and
general studies
curriculum that inspires
its students to achieve
their individual potential
to become intellectually
curious learners, critical
thinkers, and socially
responsible community
leaders with a life-long
connection to their
Jewish identity.

Through the generosity and assistance of the
Bornblum Foundation,
the Memphis Jewish Federation, and donors,
the school continues to fulfill its mission.

Bornblum Jewish Community School

l

6641 Humphreys Boulevard , Memphis, TN 38120

l

901.747.2665

l

bornblum.org
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